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ABSTRACT
The Burj al-Arab is a luxury hotel located in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. It is the fourth tallest hotel in the world.The
orientation of the building minimizes the heat gain during the summer seasons. For air, the revolving door located at the
main entrance acts as a locking mechanism to prevent a phenomenon known as the stack effect.Building is a hybrid “V”
shape structure constructed in concrete and blended with structural steel. The “V” shape steel frame wraps around the
reinforced concrete tower inhabiting hotel rooms and lobbies..The Main concern was protection of island, waves
breaking over island and impacting the structure. The island is manmade and is Island protected by concrete honeycomb
shape solid blocks designed to reduce the impact of waves. The Tower foundations consist of a pile supported raft.The
350 ton structural steel sky Restaurant was one of the most complex and potentially dangerous structures to erect. Due to
the structure’s proximity to its adjacent hotel resort, wind tunnel testing was considered to ensure a safe design. To
reinforce the structure from any potential swaying, two tuned mass dampers, weighing about 2 tonnes each, limit
vibrations in the tubular steel mast that projects 60 m above the building. Exoskeleton is made of two legs on each side of
the structure. These Legs are built up H-Sections connected by lattice braced members.Beside structural design
architectural aspect such as sky restaurant, helipad,atrium, mast, fountain.
Keywords
Orientation & circulation , Honeycomb structure, Pile raft foundation, Box cantilever girder, Rear braces, Teflon
coated fiber , etc.

1.INTRODUCTIONThe Burj al-Arabis a luxury hotel located in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. It is the fourth tallest hotel in the
world; however, 39% of its total height is made up of non-occupiable space. Burj Al Arab stands on an
artificial island 280 m (920 ft.) from Jumeirah beach and is connected to the mainland by a private curving
bridge. The shape of the structure is designed to mimic the sail of a ship. It has a helipad near the roof at a
height of 210 m (689 ft.) above ground.[1] 90% of steel structures constructed were outside the building. Burj
al arab building is made up of 12000 ton structural steel work. Total steel work are phased into Exoskeleton
rear leg, horizontal, diagonals, rear brace frame, helipad, sky restaurant, atrium and mast. The building is built
on sand, which is unusual as most tall building is supported on 250m longed, 1.5m diameter columns that go
45 meters under the sea. As there is only sand to hold the building up the columns rely on friction.[2] The
instruction from the client (the Crown Prince of Dubai) was to design, not just a hotel, but also a signature
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building; one that would announce, "Welcome to Dubai”. The client wanted a dramatic statement with
imagery that would immediately conjure up images of the city. The building is built on sand, which is unusual
as most tall building is founded on rock. The Burj al Arab is supported on 250, 1.5M diameter columns that go
45 meters under the sea. As there is only sand to hold the building up the columns rely on friction. [3] All
exoskeleton are lifted in predetermined angles adjusted by chain blocks, hooked on to the crane and lifted in
segments.All the joints are of full penetration welding and inspected by ultrasonic test.The two cores on the
rear side of the building are connected by huge cross bracings of fabricated box sections called the rear
braces.These rear braces form as X of three portions for the whole building and ties both the cores together to
give stability to the structure. [4] Designing the Burj was n evolving experience, says Bill Baker, chief
structural engineer of Burj Dubai. “Basically, the first four years were the most intense while the designing
started in early 2007”,recalls Baker.”Also, understanding how it could be efficiently and economically built
was a challenge”. Baker added that there was no “one” biggest challenge in implementing the project. What
they had was a series of challenges. Another major challenge understood the wind and how the building
reacted to it. Some did a series of testing in coordination with different architects, engineers and consultants.
For a building of this height and slenderness, wind forces and the resulting motions in the upper levels become
dominant factors in the structural design. [5]
2.PRELIMINARY IDEASAt the initial stage of planning following preliminary ideas are considered in architectural aspects.
2.1 Orientation and Circulation
The orientation of the building minimizes the heat gain during the summer seasons. The south
elevation has the most exposed surface area. As a result, it has the maximum capacity for heat absorption. For
people, there is access to the hotel through the roof via a helicopter. At the main entrance there is a grand
stairway, an escalator and elevators. For air, the revolving door located at the main entrance acts as a locking
mechanism to prevent a phenomenon known as the stack effect, which occurs when the hot air rises and the
cool air falls in a tall building.
2.2Typical Floor Plan
Building is a hybrid “V” shape structure constructed in concrete and blended with structural steel. The “V”
shape steel frame wraps around the reinforced concrete tower inhabiting hotel rooms and lobbies. The two
wings enclose space in centre to form largest atrium in the world standing about 180m height.Burj al Arab is
made up of 28 storeys of split levels (56 storeys) with 10,000 Sqmt floor areas, 60,000 Sqmt of concrete and
9,000 ton of reinforced steel. The roofs and walls of the building are made of prefabricated concrete There is a
concrete core at the back of the building which forms the base of the V-shape and the trusses are connected to
it.
2.3 Island Construction
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It took 3 yrs to reclaim the land from sea and less than 3 yrs to construct the building.Island rises 7 and a half
meters above the waves. Island protected by concrete honeycomb shape solid blocks designed to reduce the
impact of waves. No one in the gulf had ever used these blocks before
3. CONCEPT AND DESIGN
As all a tall structure structural design of burj al arab was a challenge.During structural design many concepts
and test on models was taken.
3.1Introduction
Main concern was protection of island, waves breaking over island and impacting the structure. Initial
proposal was by rock which was easily available and supported the existing technologies. Architect-Wright
however rejected the proposal because this would make island too high and his concept was –sail rising from
water-people close to sea. There were lot of debate on height of island. Then Nicholas experimented with
pioneering concrete blocks- specially designed to reduce impact of waves. Testing was done to ensure island
was safe-3 weeks of testing came up with positive results.

3.2Dissipation of wave energyAs wave hit the block, water pass inside and turn around in itself and hence force is dissipated and
hence battle for secure island is won. Island only 7 and half meter above sea level was ready in Nov 1995. The
designer’s experience and insight into the functioning of armoring systems is therefore essential for a proper
armor layer design. This article is intended to provide some guidance for the choice of armour unit type and
for the design of concrete armor layers.Created a surface layer of large rocks, circled with concrete
honeycomb pattern – hollow blocks, which serves to protect foundation from erosion.
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3.3 Foundation
It was very challenging to design foundations to Support the mega structure-270 miles off coast, 320 metre in
height on man-made island (6mts from Arabian Sea) resistant to earthquake (falling under range of major fault
line) and wind that blows 90 miles per hour. Structure was designed to amaze-one never built before. Location
on a reclaimed land was added challenge. The building is built on sand. Sand was compacted around the
building to create friction against pile. This stopped the building from sinking. It is supported on 250 numbers
of 1.5 meter diameter columns that drilled deep into the sea each column is a steel reinforced concrete
foundation pile with 45 meter in length. Piles -20 percent longer than planned were executed with combined
length of six and a half miles-35 times as long as tiring hotel to support. Longer the pile the greater the effect
of skin friction is. A foundation has the capacity to resists failure due to Liquefaction which is caused during
earthquakes. The Tower foundations consist of a pile supported raft. The solid reinforced concrete raft is 3.7
meters (12 ft) thick and was poured utilizing C50 (cube strength) self consolidating concrete (SCC). The raft
was constructed in four (4) separate pours (three wings and the center core). Each raft pour occurred over at
least a 24 hour period. Reinforcement was typically at 300mm spacing in the raft, and arranged such that
every 10lh bar in each direction was omitted, resulting in a series of "pour enhancement strips" throughout the
raft at which 600 mm x 600 mm openings at regular intervals facilitated access and concrete placement.

3.4 Helipad Structure Introduced during construction by architect.wind tunnel test was conducted to design the dimensions
of helipad.This structure is at 212m level at the rear side of the building, weights about 330 tons made up of
steel trusses and 20mm thick plates. Two props of 1m diameter circular steel pipes, forming an inverted V
shape, tapered at 30º to the vertical and tied back to the center core by a 40m long spine truss weighing 120
tons, support the total Helipad structure.
3.5 Wind Effects of DubaiGeographic location subjects the hotel to severe weather conditions including strong winds and occasional
violent thunderstorms. Due to the structure’s proximity to its adjacent hotel resort, wind tunnel testing was
considered to ensure a safe design. Wind speed of 45 meters per second, under the recommendations of Dubai
Municipality, was adopted for the design.
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3.6 Seismic Impact Dubai It is not located in an earthquake intensive zone. However, southern Iran which is only 100 miles away to the
north is subjected to moderate earthquake risk and in turn which could create tremors in Dubai if a seismic
event were to occur in Iran.
To reinforce the structure from any potential swaying, two tuned mass dampers, weighing about 2 tonnes
each, limit vibrations in the tubular steel mast that projects 60 m above the building.
3.7 Exoskeleton Frame –
Exoskeleton is made of two legs on each side of the structure. These Legs are built up H-Sections connected
by lattice braced members. Diagonal are huge tubular triangular trusses tied to two legs to the central core.
The diagonal trusses can contract and expand up to 5 cm in 24 hours. Horizontals-connects rear leg to core
wall -The exoskeleton bows are provided with tuned mass damper at 11 critical points with 5 ton weight
which swings to damp down the vibrations caused by vortex shedding.

4. ARCHITECTURAL ASPECTSFor enhancing the beauty elegance of building some architectural aspects introduced in building.
4.1 FaçadeFabric wall stretched between horizontalbeamsstretch woven double skinned Teflon coated woven glass fibre
screen. Glazed curtain wall with aluminium cladding Steel structure clamed with 6mm composite aluminium
panels.
4.2 AtriumThe world’s tallest atrium is over 180 metres in height. It is abundant in warm, natural light, flanked by
golden columns, with a beautiful central fountain where water arches dance in sudden bursts over 42 metres
into the air.
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4.3MastThe mast is about 104mts long, only 54m was braced in between Exoskeleton support legs starting
from 208m level on the core wall and the balance cantilevers vertically 50m way above the Exoskeleton. The
overall mast was erected in segments of average 30 ton weight matching the tower crane capacity. The mast is
in oval shape of 2.5m x 5m at the bottom and gradually decreases to 2.5 x 2m at top. All the segments were
bolted inside by ring plate flange connections. All the segments had inside arrangements of permanent ladders
and interval platforms to facilitate access and maintenance. The first segment of the mast was erected after the
Exoskeleton was erected on the trusses which run between two Exoskeleton legs in horizontal plane. There
were manholes at periodic intervals, through that workers had access to go and come out from the mast to the
nearby Exoskeleton temporary scaffolding arrangement.
4.4 Sky Restaurant StructureThe 350 ton structural steel sky Restaurant was one of the most complex and potentially dangerous
structures to erect. The box girders cantilever out for about 30m from the main core wall of the building
connected to about 200 tons of embedment. The restaurant is having a floor size of 70m x 25m. The total
structure is built up on eight cantilevered box sections and two end trusses at 200m above the ground level.
The beauty of the restaurant is that it over looks the sea. One of the highlights is, two 30m long girders had to
be erected at 200m level but the crane did not have the lifting capacity so we had to split the girders into
halves and joint up in the air with full penetration welding, it was a real challenge and Eversendai took it up
and performed beyond everyone’s expectation in a record duration of 40 days.
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4.5 Fountain•
The Ellipse Fountain- 20,000 litres water with fire bursts is most unique & dramatic visual symphony
at entrance which never achieved else in the world.
•
Fire Display– The fireballs 2.5m diameter propelled 8m into air from 4 towers which is created by
releasing a controlled amount of non-toxic propane gas which results spectacular optical illusion with flames
reflecting glass panel.

ELLIPSE FOUNTAINFIRE DISPLAY
5.Conclusion
With today’s structural steel framing, grace, art and function can come together in almost limitless
ways; it offers new solutions and opportunities, allowing architects to stretch their imagination and actually
create some of the most challenging structures they have designed in their minds.

Studying the Burj Al Arab Project taught us a lot of things about engineering. Engineers face a lot of
challenges in every project, and they’re the one who are responsible for the solution
Building this tower
was extremely complex from the inside and outside. The final result is magnificent project. This proved to us
how group work is important for construction.

This paper has outlined the processes followed in the design of the foundations for the Burj Al
Arab,Dubai and the independent verification of design.
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